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Abstract
A novel process to determine an aircraft performance model from operational flight data with limited a priori knowledge is 
developed. The given big data problem is solved by application of fundamental engineering knowledge and a specific data 
evaluation strategy. The resulting smart data approach is fundamentally different from existing deep learning methods to 
solve such big data problems. A given aerodynamic model is updated to represent the characteristics of an Airbus A320neo 
aircraft based on a given large database of operational flights. The updated aerodynamic model implementation for one 
specific flap/slat configuration is exemplarily compared to the information available from flight data and the results are 
discussed in terms of model quality.
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List of symbols
ax , ay , az  Body-fixed accelerations, m/s2
C(⋅)  Aerodynamic coefficient
C(⋅),M  Aerodynamic coefficient derived from flight 

data measurements
CD  Drag coefficient
CD0  Zero-lift drag coefficient
CL  Lift coefficient
CL0  Lift coefficient at � = 0◦

c1 , 𝛼⋆  Separation point function parameters
D  Drag force, N
e  Oswald factor
T   Engine thrust force, N
g  Gravitational acceleration, m/s2
iHT  Horizontal stabilizer deflection, rad
k1  Drag model parameter
L  Lift force, N
Ma  Mach number
N  Number of measurements
q  Pitch rate, rad/s
q  Dynamic pressure, Pa
rHT , r⋆

HT
  Horizontal tail lever arms, m

S  Surface area, m 2

t  Time, s
VTAS  True airspeed, m/s
x, xa  Longitudinal direction coordinates, body-fixed 

and aerodynamic, m
X̂0  Non-dimensional location of the wing separa-

tion point
X, Y, Z  Body-fixed forces, N
y  Simulated model output vector
Y  Side force, N
z  Measurement vector
�  Angle of attack, rad
�dyn  Dynamic angle of attack of the horizontal tail, 

rad
�  Angle of sideslip, rad
�  Control input (deflection)
�HT  Downwash angle at the horizontal tail, rad
�  Elevator deflection, rad
�  Parameter vector
�  Aileron deflection, rad
ATRA   Advanced technology research aircraft
CG  Center of gravity
E  Engine
HT  Horizontal tail
LG  Landing gear
SP  Spoiler
WB  Wing/body
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1 Introduction

Aircraft operations are mainly driven by the aircraft’s 
flight performance. Therefore, new developments always 
target better aerodynamic performance and propulsion sys-
tem efficiency with less energy consumption in order to 
reduce the operational costs and environmental impact of 
each individual flight. Hence, the optimization of an air-
craft’s flight performance is key to sustainable future avia-
tion. Europe’s Flight Path 2050 [1] describes the vision of 
technologies and procedures available in the year 2050 that 
will allow a reduction of 75% of the CO2 emissions and 
90% of the  NOx emissions per passenger kilometer com-
pared to the year 2000. In addition, the perceived noise 
emission of an aircraft in flight must be reduced by 65%.

Within a short-term perspective, the reduction of emis-
sions and pollution can only be achieved by new tech-
nologies enabling today’s modern aircraft to be even more 
environmentally friendly and allow a greener aviation. 
For the best possible reduction of emissions with current 
fleets, an optimization of aircraft operations is required 
using smart flight control strategies. One of these strate-
gies is DLR’s Low Noise Augmentation System (LNAS) 
[2, 3], which is able to optimize the aircraft’s descend and 
approach by advising the pilots with optimized autopilot 
commands and configuration points. It has proven during 
flight tests that its application can save up to 25% of fuel 
and emissions for certain approach flight phases. In addi-
tion, measurements on ground revealed that a significant 
noise reduction could be obtained when using LNAS: with 
an overall reduction on ground along the approach path 
certain areas show a reduction up to 5 dB. But the system 
relies on a high-quality simulation model for aircraft flight 
performance evaluation which is used within the internal 
flight path analysis and optimization process.

There are several ways to obtain such simulation models 
which base on different sources of information about the 
distinct aircraft type. For example, the simulation model 
formulation could be based on published aerodynamic and 
engine data, e.g., from handbooks or aircraft manuals [4]. 
Unfortunately, aircraft manuals do normally not contain 
the engine thrust values but only engine state information, 
which makes it impossible to obtain engine thrust mod-
els without additional information. Moreover, accurate 
aerodynamic performance charts are normally not pub-
lished. Furthermore, one could use high-fidelity aircraft 
and engine design models to obtain the necessary infor-
mation for generating aircraft flight performance models. 
Such an approach is mainly used by aircraft manufacturers, 
because they have full insight in the aircraft design pro-
cess. If available, ground test data and wind tunnel results 
can also be used to determine a propulsion system model, 

e.g., Ref. [5], but the corresponding information are also 
mostly limited to engine manufacturers. For aerodynamic 
models, wind tunnel data would reveal the required infor-
mation, but these data are also mostly confidential and not 
available even for scientific use. Another way to obtain the 
required information and to determine flight performance 
models is the conduction of special flight test programs 
with an aircraft of the specific type and use flight data 
recordings to extract the information about the flight per-
formance. But even with extensive and expensive flight 
test programs, additional a priori information on e.g., 
engine thrust might be necessary to develop reliable flight 
performance models.

A completely different fourth way is to only use flight 
data gathered during operational flights, which can be easily 
recorded daily. But without dedicated flight test procedures, 
this will pose a big data problem which has to be solved. 
Nevertheless, the desired information is inside this data base, 
and if the data base is large enough, the information can be 
extracted by application of proper methodologies and algo-
rithms. Big data problems and artificial intelligence methods 
to solve these are omnipresent today. But to solve a certain 
big data problem with minimal effort, the simple application 
of e.g., deep learning with artificial neural networks is no 
smart solution as their training is very time consuming and 
the resulting black box models lack of any interpretability. 
A smarter way to solve a big data problem in engineering is 
to apply as much fundamental knowledge about the under-
lying system as possible. This way big data is converted to 
smart data and the initially posed problem can be solved 
with much simpler, faster and presumably more determinis-
tic methods. For operational flight data, this means that engi-
neering knowledge about aircraft flight mechanics is applied 
and the data analysis process is designed accordingly. Doing 
so, well-established model formulations can be used which 
further allow a direct interpretation of the resulting model, 
e.g., evaluation of lift-to-drag ratio. In this way, the big data 
analysis of operational data can directly help to reduce air-
craft emissions and make aviation sustainable.

This paper presents a part of the work on solving the 
described big data problem in a smart and intelligent engi-
neering way in order to reveal the flight performance, aero-
dynamics and engine thrust from operational flight data of 
three different Airbus A320neo (New Engine Option) air-
craft. It is based on previous DLR research on the determi-
nation of flight performance variations within operational 
flight data [6, 7] and has a different focus than already 
established methods for flight performance monitoring and 
model determination, e.g., [8–11]. A dedicated process is 
developed in order to reduce the data size and necessary 
computational effort.

The paper is structured as follows giving information 
about: 
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(1) challenges in the determination of flight performance 
models from flight data with (very) limited a priori 
information and the smart approach used in this work 
in Sect. 2;

(2) the data base of operational flight data in Sect. 3;
(3) the aerodynamic model formulation in Sect. 4;
(4) the engine model determination in Sect. 5;
(5) the aerodynamic model update based on flight data 

together with a statistical evaluation on the model qual-
ity in Sect. 6.

A summary and conclusions on the overall results are given 
in Sect. 7.

2  Challenges in flight performance model 
determination

For this work, the information about the Airbus A320neo 
was very limited except for the operational flight data. The 
main goal of a reliable flight performance model is hard to 
achieve if no broad base of information about the vehicle 
is available. Nevertheless, the challenges can be overcome 
with reasonable, engineering knowledge-based assumptions 
and some “smart” approaches in terms of data evaluation.

2.1  Missing information and general assumptions

The main challenge for this work is the missing engine thrust 
model, which is directly related to the aircraft’s flight per-
formance in daily operations. The engine efficiency directly 
corresponds to the fuel consumption which is a main driver 
for aircraft optimization to save fuel, reduce emissions and 
costs, and extend the aircraft range. Therefore, with the 
main modification of the Airbus A320neo being the new 
optimized engines, the first task for this work is to extract 
the engine thrust information from the recorded operational 
flight data.

Together with the reliable information about engine 
thrust, a very good prediction of aerodynamics is essential 
for a high quality flight performance model. Unfortunately, 
a detailed aerodynamic model of the Airbus A320neo or 
any other corresponding a-priori information was not avail-
able. Consequently, the aerodynamics must be determined 
from the recorded flight data. An initial guess for the aero-
dynamic model is derived from an existing simulation model 
of an Airbus A320-232, the DLR research aircraft “ATRA” 
(Advanced Technology Research Aircraft). The Airbus 
A320neo has some modifications and enhancements, but is 
basically well comparable to the previous versions of the 
Airbus A320 e.g., in terms of overall dimensions, or the size 
and aerodynamic performance of the empennage. Therefore, 
it is assumed that the a priori information on aerodynamic 

model structure and parameters is already sufficient for an 
initial representation of the A320neo aerodynamics and only 
needs some specific modifications.

Nevertheless, the change of thrust model formulation 
between the A320neo and the A320 ATRA will cause some 
changes in the drag model coefficients, mainly because 
of the integrated way of model determination: thrust and 
drag are directly correlated in flight and with a new engine 
thrust model, the drag coefficient model parameters must 
be adapted to guarantee the “measured” force equilibrium.

To do so, the main assumption for this work is that big 
data allows to decorrelate drag and thrust if the aerodynam-
ics do vary due to high lift configuration changes and engine 
thrust is not dependent on these changes. It means that simi-
lar engine thrust conditions do exist for different aircraft 
configurations and consequently its drag, which than allows 
to determine each part individually. Moreover, using this 
assumption, it is not only possible to estimate aircraft drag 
and thrust, but also get unbiased values for both in terms of 
nearly correct zero lift drag and engine idle thrust.

2.2  Data evaluation process

For the determination of the Airbus A320neo flight perfor-
mance from operational flight data a dedicated process was 
developed which aims to reduce both data size and compu-
tational effort. First, a flight data preprocessing allows to 
select only the information required for the further flight 
performance analysis and already makes all required com-
putations before starting any further processing (loop). Sec-
ond, the data are processed and analyzed based on specific 
engineering knowledge which does not require any artifi-
cial intelligence or highly complex evaluation methods. The 
process does contain of state-of-the-art data processing and 
system-identification techniques and is mainly based on aer-
ospace engineering knowledge. This has the advantage, that 
the resulting models can be directly evaluated by analyzing 
the corresponding parameters (e.g. aerodynamic derivatives) 
and model outputs (e.g. engine thrust).

Figure 1 gives an illustration of the data evaluation pro-
cess used for this work. This process contains five individ-
ual blocks necessary to process and analyze the data and to 
determine the desired models: 

(a) Flight data processing: processing of the flight data by 
e.g., performing unit conversions, transformation of all 
relevant measurements to aircraft CG, determination 
of the aircraft configuration, anti-ice system status and 
flight condition, calculation of the atmospheric param-
eters using the international standard atmosphere.

(b) Aerodynamics evaluation: calculation of aerodynamics 
with a given model and from flight data depending on 
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available thrust information with simplified or com-
plete equations.

(c) Engine thrust model identification: extraction of rel-
evant data for thrust model identification, calculation of 
required thrust for the thrust model parameter estima-
tion, engine thrust prediction in relation to the given 
flight data measurements with the identified model.

(d) Aerodynamics calculation: calculation of aerodynamic 
coefficients based on flight data and predicted engine 
thrust as reference for the aerodynamic model update.

(e) Aerodynamic model identification: new estimation of 
aerodynamic model parameters for all different aircraft 
configurations using system identification techniques.

For a specific information on the engine thrust model deter-
mination, the reader is referred to Refs. [12, 13].

After a successful aerodynamic model identification, the 
loop must be closed (at least for one single iteration) in order 
to newly determine the required engine thrust from measure-
ments and predicted aerodynamics. This allows adjusting 
the aerodynamics and engine thrust to obtain the best force 
equilibrium for each data point. For this work, the loop is 
closed once and the “Flight Performance Analysis” in Fig. 1 
is done two times until the evaluation is stopped.

The data evaluation and flight performance model deter-
mination process is coded in  MATLAB®without any further 
distinct code optimization or parallelization. It is performed 
with  MATLAB®2012b (64 bit) on a state of the art desktop 
computer (3.4 GHz multi-core processor, 64 GB memory).

3  Flight data base

This work is based on flight data recorded during operational 
flights on the pilots’ electronic flight bags (EFBs). A DLR-
developed recorder was installed on the EFBs and used with 
different Airbus A320neo aircraft of a major European air-
line in preparation of the SESAR Very Large Demonstration 
(VLD2) ALBATROSS project. The recorder logs different 
ARINC messages using different interfaces depending on 
the EFBs it is installed on.

The flight data base is limited to reasonable airspeeds 
and altitudes sufficiently high above ground to guarantee the 
aircraft flying outside of the ground effect. Therefore, the 

following initial limits are used for the evaluation presented 
herein: height above ground above 50 ft and barometric alti-
tude above 500 ft as well as true airspeed above 130 kts. 
These limits do not restrict the evaluation results, but allow 
to circumvent any special conditions of flight within ground 
effect. A brief overview of the flight data base as a result of 
the data pre-processing is given in Table 1. The number of 
data points does only include the data which was used for 
the evaluation and is therefore less than the total size of all 
data. Figure 2 visualizes the distribution of available flight 
data on an altitude-Mach plane split into the different aircraft 
flap/slat configurations.

The flight data sets used for the flight performance model 
determination are reduced to the relevant information. Ini-
tially, the data was recorded directly from aircraft buses/data 
streams and had to be processed in order to contain indi-
vidual data channels with a sampling rate of 50 Hz. For each 
flight, the data sets finally contain: time stamp; body-fixed 
accelerations; angular rates; angle of attack, (estimated) 
angle of sideslip, true airspeed, Mach number, static air tem-
perature; barometric (corrected) altitude, GPS altitude, radio 
height; engine fan speeds; aircraft gross weight, longitudi-
nal CG position; landing gear status, flap and slat position; 
spoiler deflection (left/right, spoilers 2–5) and horizontal 
stabilizer deflection; wing and engine anti-ice system status.

There is one restriction with the available data sets: the 
records do not contain any information about the elevator 
deflection. It does only slightly affect the aircraft flight per-
formance by a minor change of the overall aircraft lift, but is 
necessary to correctly predict the flight dynamics. But, with 
elevators only deflected during a short time during flight 
with the Airbus A320, it can be considered as an additional 
uncertainty within the overall process and is mainly relevant 
for the aerodynamics prediction outside the work presented 
herein.

The flight data are adequately preprocessed for aerody-
namics evaluation and flight performance model determina-
tion (block (a) in Fig. 1). All data are converted to SI units 
and channels are corrected to comply with standard refer-
ence frames. Accelerations are transferred from the position 
of their measurement to the aircraft CG for further evalua-
tion and aerodynamic coefficient calculation.

The evaluation of the resulting data takes around 1 h for 
the first cycle of thrust model prediction and aerodynamic 

Fig. 1  Basic scheme of evalua-
tion process used for the flight 
performance determination 
(aerodynamic model and thrust 
model identification)
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model parameters estimation and around 1 h 45 min for the 
whole closed loop. Note that the major part of the cycle 
is data handling, clustering and processing as well as the 
engine model determination.

4  Aircraft aerodynamics

The aircraft aerodynamics are the essential part of the flight 
performance. During the evaluation process, the aerody-
namic model is used for evaluation and identification in 
block (b) and block (e) in Fig. 1. For this work, only lift and 

drag are required as these determine the aircraft flight per-
formance. Hence, the aerodynamic model formulation given 
below is restricted to these two forces. Nevertheless, the data 
base would also allow to fundamentally predict aerodynamic 
moments and side force, if required, due to a large variety 
of flight conditions and maneuvers as well as a sufficient 
data quality.

The herein used Airbus A320 aerodynamic model is for-
mulated as a two-point model, splitting wing/body and hori-
zontal tailplane influences ([14], see Fig. 3). For the wing/
body aerodynamics, a nonlinear lift curve is considered, 
which allows to simulate flow separation effects [15]. The 
rigid body aerodynamic model is based on the well estab-
lished derivative model formulation mainly used in DLR for 
system identification purposes. For example, a version of 
this formulation was used to model the aerodynamics of the 
former DLR in-flight simulator ATTAS (VFW 614), which 
is given in [16] as a result of the system identification pro-
cess. The lift coefficient CL is given by the two-point model 
consisting of the wing/body and the tailplane components:

Due to the fact that only flight conditions above a cer-
tain altitude and height-above-ground are considered, the 
ground-effect can be neglected in the following equations. 
Hence, the wing/body contribution to lift is formulated as:

(1)CL = CL,WB + CL,HT ⋅
SHT

SWing

⋅ cos(�dyn − �HT).

(2)
CL,WB = CL0 + CL�,WB ⋅

1

4
⋅

(

1 +

√

X̂0

)2

⋅ �

+ CL,SP + CL,LG ⋅ �LG + ΔCL(q, �,…)

Table 1  Brief overview of flight data base used for evaluation

Number of aircraft 3
Number of flights 844
Number of data points 55,479,606

 Data envelope Min Max

Baro altitude 500 ft 20 964 ft
Mach 0.1866 0.7311
Weight 48.57 t 73.44 t

 Flap/slat configuration  Data points

FLAP 0  43,056,406
FLAP 1   1,914,563
FLAP 1+F   1,547,312
FLAP 2  4,514,991
FLAP 3  1,069,383
FLAP FULL   3,376,951

Fig. 2  Flight data envelope: altitude-Mach diagram for all flap/slat 
configurations
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with ΔCL(q, �,…) including additional contributions on 
the aircraft’s lift coefficient due to e.g. dynamic effects and 
control surface deflections, which are not subject to the fol-
lowing analysis.

The non-dimensional location of the wing flow separation 
point X̂0 without hysteresis effects is defined by (see [17])

The effects of spoilers/airbrakes on the lift coefficient are 
considered by a combination of the influences of spoilers 2 
and 3 and 4 and 5. Note, that the inner spoiler 1 is only used 
on ground for which reason it is not considered in the model 
formulation for the A320 in flight.

The horizontal tailplane lift contribution CL,HT (without 
ground effect) is formulated as:

with ΔCL,HT(�,…) including additional effects by e.g., the 
elevator deflection, which is not available in the flight data 
sets. The angle of attack at the tailplane �HT is given by

and the averaged downwash angle �HT at the tailplane’s 25% 
chord line (without consideration of ground effect or wing 
flow separation) is

(3)�X0 =
1

2

(

1 − tanh
(

c1 ⋅ (𝛼 − 𝛼⋆)
))

.

(4)

CL,SP = CL�,SP ⋅

(

5
∑

i=2

�SP,RH,i + �SP,LH,i

2

)

⋅ �

+ CL,SP,23 ⋅

(

3
∑

i=2

�SP,RH,i + �SP,LH,i

2

)

+ CL,SP,45 ⋅

(

5
∑

i=4

�SP,RH,i + �SP,LH,i

2

)

.

(5)CL,HT = CL0,HT + CL�,HT ⋅ �HT + ΔCL,HT(�,…)

(6)�HT = � + �dyn + iHT − �HT

The time delay Δt defines the run-time effects between wing 
and horizontal tailplane and is given by

The dynamic angle of attack (due to a pitching motion) 
results from

The drag coefficient CD is mainly driven by a quadratic drag 
polar formulation and extended by additional linear parts to 
cover influences from e.g., airbrakes, ailerons or wing flow 
separation. Note that the tailplane influences on the com-
plete aircraft drag are covered due to the consideration of the 
whole aircraft lift coefficient CL in the drag polar equation. 
Furthermore, an additional part of the drag equation covers 
the force depending on the turn of the horizontal tail lift 
around the local angle of attack �HT acting in direction of 
the wing/body drag.

The effects of spoilers/airbrakes on the drag coefficient are 
again considered by a combination of the influences of spoil-
ers 2 and 3 together with 4 and 5:

(7)�HT =
��HT
��

⋅

(

CL0

CL�,WB

+ �(t − Δt)

)

.

(8)Δt =
r⋆
HT

VTAS

.

(9)�dyn = arctan

(

q ⋅ rHT

VTAS

)

.

(10)

CD = CD0 + k1 ⋅ CL +
C2
L

e ⋅ � ⋅ Λ
+ CD,SP

+
�CD

�X̂

(

1 − X̂0

)

+ CD,LG ⋅ �LG

− CL,HT ⋅
SHT

SWing

⋅ sin(�dyn − �HT)

+ ΔCD(�, �,…)

Fig. 3  Wing and horizontal tail geometry for the two-point model formulation, adapted from [14]
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Note that different model coefficients are corrected for 
Mach number effects within the given large envelope using 
a Prandtl–Glauert correction.

The measured flight data allows to calculate directly the 
(translational) aerodynamic coefficients using the predicted 
engine thrust as given e.g., in Ref. [18]. Model coefficients 
and aerodynamic coefficients calculated from flight data 
(block (d) in Fig. 1) will then be the base for the equation-
error parameter identification for the aerodynamic model 
update in Sect. 6 (block (e) in Fig. 1). The translational aero-
dynamic coefficients are given by

The lift and drag coefficients result from the rotation of these 
coefficients around the angle of attack and angle of side-slip 
into the aerodynamic frame

Note that coefficients of the aerodynamic moments could not 
be calculated from the flight data, because no information 
about the aircraft’s moments of inertia were available in the 
flight data which are essential for the calculation of the aero-
dynamic moments. To complete the aerodynamics model, if 
required, lateral aerodynamics as well as information for the 
pitching moment can be taken for this application from the 
initial model guess derived from the available DLR Airbus 
A320 ATRA model.

5  Engine thrust model

Engine thrust prediction is essential for any flight perfor-
mance evaluation. Therefore, an engine thrust model devel-
opment is part of the process described herein (see block 
(c) in Fig. 1), because there was no a-priori information 
about the engine thrust of the Pratt & Whitney “PW1100G” 
installed on the Airbus A320neo available for this work.

The thrust of a jet engine is dependent on several engine 
states and external parameters. Hence, the model formula-
tion must cover the main influences to reliably predict the 

(11)

CD,SP = CD,SP,23 ⋅

(

3
∑

i=2

�SP,RH,i + �SP,LH,i

2

)

+ CD,SP,45 ⋅

(

5
∑

i=4

�SP,RH,i + �SP,LH,i

2

)

.

(12)

CX,M = (mAC ⋅ ax,CG − Tx)∕(q ⋅ SWing),

CY ,M = (mAC ⋅ ay,CG − Ty)∕(q ⋅ SWing),

CZ,M = (mAC ⋅ az,CG − Tz)∕(q ⋅ SWing).

(13)

CD,M = −
(

CX,M ⋅ cos(�) ⋅ cos(�) + CY ,M ⋅ sin(�)

+CZ,M ⋅ sin(�) ⋅ cos(�)
)

,

CL,M = CX,M ⋅ sin(�) − CZ,M ⋅ cos(�)

engine thrust within the required flight envelope and for all 
relevant thrust settings. The general influence of different 
parameters on thrust are shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly visible 
that the jet engine thrust has a complex nonlinear behavior 
with the variation of the individual parameters. In conse-
quence, the main regressors for the engine thrust model used 
in this work are defined as follows:

• engine fan speed,
• Mach number,
• barometric altitude,
• temperature offset.

Figure 5 gives an example on the evaluation of the predicted 
thrust model table for specific conditions. For a deeper 
insight in the nonlinear thrust table model determination, 
its definition and estimation as well as further information 
on the model quality, the reader is referred to Refs. [12, 13].

6  Aerodynamic model update

The initial aerodynamic model is updated considering the 
predicted engine thrust and given measurements (see block 
(e) in Fig. 1). Using the equations given in e.g., Ref. [18] and 
thrust information an aerodynamics data base with calcu-
lated lift and drag coefficients becomes available (see block 
(d) in Fig. 1). For aerodynamic model parameter estimation 
(see Sect. 4), an equation-error problem is formulated and 
solved with a Gauss–Newton algorithm [21].

Fig. 4  General influence of different engine/aircraft states and atmos-
pheric parameters on jet engine thrust, according to Refs. [19, 20]
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6.1  Aerodynamics model parameter estimation 
process

First, the focus is laid on the process development and vali-
dation. Therefore a model parameter update is only calcu-
lated for the FLAP 0 flap/slat configuration (clean aircraft). 
Although, the majority of available flight data consists of 
this flap/slat configuration which results in a large estima-
tion problem the aerodynamic model update was initially 
expected to be marginal. In a future analysis, the aerody-
namic model update process is extended for the remaining 
five flap/slat configurations. The aerodynamic parameters 
updated for FLAP 0 flap/slat configuration are:

• lift model: CL0 , CL�,WB , CL,SP,23 , and CL,SP,45,
• drag model: CD0 , k1 , e, CD,SP,23 , and CD,SP,45.

The aerodynamic model in Sect. 4 consists of more param-
eters than the ones updated for this flap/slat configuration. 
On the one hand, some of these parameters are dynamic 
derivatives and therefore not relevant for a successful flight 
performance prediction. Also the flow separation formula-
tion is mainly not relevant for this work, because the data 
base neither contain the corresponding information nor will 
the aircraft behavior be predicted at high angles of attack in 
the foreseen model application. But nevertheless, for e.g., 
FLAP FULL configuration it can be necessary to adapt 
some of the flow separation parameters to modify the lift 
curve in order to obtain slightly nonlinear characteristics 
at higher angles of attack which can be relevant even for 
normal flight conditions. Note, that the different high lift 
configurations will be considered as individual aerodynamic 
cases including their own parameter sets between which will 

be interpolated during configuration changes. On the other 
hand, there are some parameters which could be relevant 
for the aircraft’s flight performance prediction, but cannot 
be estimated using the given data base. For example, the 
modification on the aircraft’s wing changes the free flow 
behind the wing and consequently the downwash at the hori-
zontal tail. The downwash effect related to the wing’s lift1 is 
included in the model formulation (see Eq. (7)), but cannot 
be identified from flight data due to a lack of information. 
Furthermore, horizontal tail aerodynamics like lift slope or 
elevator effectiveness are assumed to be well represented 
by the initial model. This is a simplification of the prob-
lem which is necessary, because these parameters cannot 
be estimated due to a lack of information in the data. In 
addition, horizontal tail aerodynamics should not need to be 
updated, because the modification of the Airbus A320neo is 
mainly related to wing and engines and not to the horizontal 
tail. Hence, the information available from the initial model 
guess based on DLR’s Airbus A320 ATRA model will be 
used for the not-identifiable parameters, e.g., downwash in 
Eq. (7) or horizontal tail aerodynamics in Eq. (5). Including 
this, the model will be also able to predict more complex 
flight situations which is required for the implementation in 
LNAS and a correct flight performance prediction during the 
whole descent and approach.

The parameter estimation process in this case is driven by 
a deep knowledge about the preceeding successful aircraft 
model identification. The aerodynamic model does contain 
several parameters which are difficult to estimate but are 
required for a good flight performance prediction. Hence, 
a certain process must be applied to obtain the correspond-
ing estimates. First, lift and drag parameter estimation is 
split. Although the equation-error method allows to estimate 
the lift and drag parameters together, a separation into two 
individual estimation problems avoided correlation effects 
between the model parameters. Reducing the whole optimi-
zation problem to smaller problems further allows finding 
an acceptable solution much easier. The whole estimation 
process for the aerodynamic model is mainly driven by the 
goal to solve a big data problem which is the objective of 
this work.

Within this estimation process, the least-square optimiza-
tion problem to obtain the desired parameter estimates �̂ is 
formulated as:

(14)�̂ = argmin
�

(

� →

N
∑

i=1

(

zi − yi(�)
)2

)

,

Fig. 5  Nonlinear thrust table evaluation at example conditions: vari-
ation of engine fan speed and altitude at Ma = 0.4 ; anti-ice off; from 
Ref. [12]

1 In case of the model formulation used herein this downwash effect 
is dependent on the delayed angle of attack considering the run time 
effect, which is linearly correlated with lift.
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where zi describe the vector of the individual aerodynamic 
coefficients calculated from measured flight data and yi the 
vector of the corresponding aerodynamic model output. The 
application of a Gauss–Newton algorithm allows to easily 
solve this problem.

6.2  Aerodynamic model parameter update

The updated aerodynamic model parameters are obtained 
by running the process loop in Fig. 1 for the given flight 
data. The relative change of parameter values between initial 
guess and updated model are given in Table 2. In general, the 
estimated parameter values show that the necessary changes 
were very small and the initial model guess was very good. 
The spoiler influence on lift was initially under-predicted, 
which is changed for the updated model. In case of drag, 
the spoiler influences seemed to be initially over-predicted 
which is corrected with the updated model results.

A visualization of the updated aerodynamic model is 
given in Fig. 6 for the lift curve and drag polar. The figure 
contains the model result plots within the regions of angle 
of attack and lift coefficient available in the flight data base. 
In addition, plots of the initial model are given for com-
parison. Note that the aerodynamic model evaluations to 
calculate the lift curve and drag polar do not contain Mach 
number corrections or control surfaces deflections. As given 

in Table 2, the updated model for the FLAP 0 configura-
tion does not differ much from the initial guess. The minor 
changes represent aerodynamic lift performance better and 
sightly reduce the aircraft drag, which is reasonable because 
the initial model guess is related to an Airbus A320-232 and 
the updated model describes the enhanced Airbus A320neo. 
Note that the relative changes provided in Table 2 might be 
misleading due to their apparently large values, e.g., the lin-
ear drag polar shift k1 , although their influence on the model 
results are small. This is a results of already very small 
parameter values for the initial model guess. In contrast, for 
the spoiler influence, the correction is indeed significant.

Figures 7 and 8 show lift curves and drag polars, each for 
one individual example flight (FLAP0 configuration only) 
with the same aircraft. Note that these results can only be 
shown reasonably as lift curves and drag polar for individual 
flights. Plotting together more than one flight or for exam-
ple all data available makes it almost impossible to visu-
ally extract any information and is therefore not reasonable. 
These figures show the proof of match between the updated 
model prediction and the data calculated from measurements 
using the already defined nonlinear engine thrust model as 
described in Sect. 5. In addition to the updated model predic-
tion, the simulation results for the initial aerodynamic model 
are shown as well. Having the complete recorded data from 
a single flight, the influence of e.g., spoiler deflection on 

Table 2  Relative change of lift and drag model coefficients after model update; FLAP0 flap/slat configuration

Change of lift model parameters

C
L0

C
L�,WB

C
L,SP,23

C
L,SP,45

7.55% −0.13% 124.72% 8.59%

Change of drag model parameters

C
D0

k
1

e C
D,SP,23

C
D,SP,45

−5.23% −60.03% 13.71% −52.21% −42.88%

Fig. 6  Aerodynamic model 
evaluation: comparison of 
complete aircraft coefficients for 
updated model after parameter 
estimation (solid lines) and 
initial model (dashed lines); 
all high lift configurations and 
gear up, without control surface 
deflections and Mach number 
correction
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aerodynamics becomes visible. With the spoilers deflected, 
the lift curve is shifted down, because the lift is reduced. In 
parallel, the drag polar is shifted to the right depending on 
the magnitude of the spoiler deflection, because the drag is 
significantly increased as desired. The two examples show 
that the initial model underestimates the spoiler influence on 
lift and overestimates the corresponding influence on drag in 
parallel. Hence, the updated model with the adapted param-
eters in Table 2 allows to match the given data much better. 
Similar results are obtained from the other flights in the data 
base which are not shown herein.

6.3  Statistical analysis

The aerodynamic model results are evaluated according to 
the model’s ability to predict the aerodynamic coefficients 
directly calculated from measurements by the application 
of statistical analysis methods. Figures 9 and 10 contain the 
probability distributions of the lift and drag coefficient resid-
uals with the updated and the initial aerodynamic model, 
each based on a histogram with 300 bins. In general, it gets 
clearly visible that the updated model is able to predict the 
measurements much better than the initial model guess. 

Figure 9 shows that the lift coefficient residuals are centered 
around zero with a very narrow bimodal distribution.

The following four mathematical moments are used for 
this statistical analysis in order to further reveal their ability 
to well predict the measurements: 

(1) mean value: expected value of residuals; for good 
model match it must be near zero;

Fig. 7  Aerodynamic model 
proof of match: example of 
operational flight data from one 
specific flight; comparison of 
lift and drag coefficients calcu-
lated from flight data meas-
urements, initial and updated 
aerodynamic model; example 
flight 1

Fig. 8  Aerodynamic model 
proof of match: example of 
operational flight data from one 
specific flight; comparison of 
lift and drag coefficients calcu-
lated from flight data meas-
urements, initial and updated 
aerodynamic model; example 
flight 2

Fig. 9  Probability distribution of lift coefficient residuals; initial and 
updated aerodynamics
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(2) standard deviation: variation of error between measure-
ment and prediction; small values indicate very good 
predictions, large values point out that the model is not 
able to match the measurements well;

(3) skewness: measure of asymmetry of the probability dis-
tribution in relation to its mean; negative values indi-
cate longer left tail, positive values a longer right tail 
and zero values are obtained for balanced distributions;

(4) kurtosis: “peakness” of the probability distribution, 
higher values correspond to a large peak around the 
mean; for interpretation of the kurtosis, it is often com-
pared to the value 3 of the normal distribution leading 
to the “excess”.

The corresponding mathematical moments are given in 
Table 3. These values underpin the visual interpretation of 
Fig. 9. Mean value and standard deviation show that the 
updated model better predicts the aircraft’s lift coefficient 
calculated from the flight data sets. The further evaluation of 
the shape of the different residual distributions by skewness 
and kurtosis show that the shape could only be enhanced in 
the way of better symmetry (smaller skewness).

Figure 10 shows the probability distribution of drag 
coefficient residuals—also based on a histogram with 300 

bins—with a very small variation for initial and updated 
model. Nevertheless, the updated model has a more uni-
form residual distribution and is able to well predict air-
craft’s drag. These results are again underpinned by the 
mathematical moments given in Table 3. Mean value and 
standard deviation are significantly reduced by the updated 
model which directly indicated is quality and ability to pre-
dict the aircraft’s drag coefficient obtained from flight data. 
The distribution’s shape could be enhanced in the way of 
better symmetry (smaller skewness).

7  Conclusion

This paper describes the development of a flight perfor-
mance model for the Airbus A320neo from operational flight 
data. The novel developed process combines the identifica-
tion of aircraft aerodynamics together with the definition of 
an engine thrust model. It faces the challenges of the aerody-
namic parameter estimation together with the directly linked 
engine thrust by solving the big data problem given through 
the large amount of flight data: it is solved by application of 
a smart data approach utilizing fundamental flight mechan-
ics knowledge and system-identification techniques. The 
resulting flight performance model structure provides several 
advantages for usage in aircraft simulation tasks compared to 
models developed with e.g. different deep learning methods 
used in big data science.

The work presented contains the first results for the aero-
dynamic model parameter updates. Based on the available 
flight data sets and the previously identified engine thrust 
model structure, the new results for one specific flap/slat 
configuration (FLAP 0) show that the updated model is evi-
dently better able to describe the aircraft aerodynamics than 
the initial model guess based on an a-priori Airbus A320 
simulation model.

In a future work, the presented approach will be used for 
updating the aerodynamic model for all remaining five flap/
slat configurations and provide a similar statistical evalua-
tion of results as given herein. Finally, the models for engine 

Fig. 10  Probability distribution of drag coefficient residuals; initial 
and updated aerodynamics

Table 3  Mathematical moments of probability distribution of lift and drag coefficient residuals; comparison of updated and initial model results

Lift model Mean value Standard deviation Skewness Kurtosis

Updated 2.797⋅10−4 1.7460⋅10−2 0.1020 3.55
Initial 0.0149 1.9072⋅10−2 −0.3710  4.63

Drag model

Updated 4.328⋅10−5 1.7987⋅10−3 0.7529 12.65
Initial 2.490⋅10−4 2.8113⋅10−3 −2.7816 19.81
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thrust and aerodynamics will be implemented in an aircraft 
simulation model for the Airbus A320neo and validated with 
the flight data sets.
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